Limited joint mobility in diabetes and ageing: recent advances in pathogenesis and therapy.
Limited joint mobility is frequently observed in elderly people and in patients suffering from diabetes, who represent a growing segment of the population of western countries. Our review wishes to offer the state of art about this interesting topic, which may have important clinical implications, leading to impairment of both basic and instrumental activities of daily living. The main causes of a reduced range of motion are degenerative joint diseases and increased stiffness of collagen tissue. The main biochemical abnormality, common to aging and diabetes, is the non-enzymatic glycosilation of collagen, with advanced glycation end product (AGE) formation, which in turn leads to an increase of collagen cross-links. The most extensive accumulation of AGEs occurs in tissues that contain proteins with low turnover, such as the collagen in the extracellular matrix of articular capsule, ligaments and muscle-tendon units. The increase in collagen cross-linking alters the mechanical properties of these tissues with a decrease in elasticity and tensile strength, and an increase in mechanical stiffness. Besides this, AGEs react with specific cell surface receptors (RAGEs). The engagement of the ligand by RAGEs triggers cell-specific signalling, resulting in enhanced generation of reactive oxygen species and sustained up-regulation of pro-inflammatory mediators and adhesion molecules. An appropriate control of the glucose levels and a diet rich in antioxidant agents are recommended in patients with diabetes. Stretching and strengthening programmes are widely used, in order to prevent and to reduce joint stiffness, but the improvements with physiotherapy are little and short-lasting. Several drugs, which can interfere with AGE formation and removal, or with the cellular effects of AGEs, are under study (among them pyridoxamine, an active form of Vitamin B6, AGE-breaker compounds, glucosamine, rutin and derivatives, soluble RAGE isoforms, and statins). In experimental animal models, these drugs are effective in reducing diabetic complications due to AGE formation; however, further study is necessary before their extensive use in the clinical setting.